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What Does Maker-Taker Mean?

Maker fees are paid when you add liquidity to our order book by placing a limit order under the 
ticker price for buy and above the ticker price for sell.
Taker fees are paid when you remove liquidity from our order book by placing any order that is 
executed against an order of the order book. 

What Are the New Fees?

Every 24 hours, we will calculate the last 30 days of trading volume in USD on your account (spot 
and margin combine) and dynamically adjust your fees according to the following schedule:

Maker Taker Trade Volume (trailing 30 day avg)
0.09% 0.19% < 500K USD
0.07% 0.19% ≥ 500K USD
0.05% 0.19% ≥ 1M USD
0.03% 0.18% ≥ 2.5M USD
0.02% 0.15% ≥ 5M USD
0.00% 0.15% ≥ 7.5M USD
0.00% 0.12% ≥ 10M USD
0.00% 0.12% ≥ 15M USD
0.00% 0.10% ≥ 20M USD
0.00% 0.10% ≥ 25M USD
0.00% 0.09% ≥ 30M USD

*For lenders, a 15% fee is applied to earned interest.

DEPOSIT :

Currency Deposit Small Deposit*  
Bitcoin FREE 0.0004 BTC  
Ethereum FREE 0.0027 ETH  
Aidos 
Kuneen

FREE 0.001  

Litecoin FREE 0.001 LTC 

http://www.Bithood.io/
https://t.me/bithoodexchange


TetherUSD (Omni) FREE 15.0 USD 

**A Small Deposit Fee is applied on deposits less than a 1000 USD equivalent. Many small 
deposits create an excess of tiny wallet inputs that can accumulate, requiring wallet input 
consolidation maintenance and eventually delaying customer withdrawals. In an effort to keep 
withdrawals flowing smoothly for all customers, avoid sending many small deposits. Instead, 
batch smaller deposits together into larger amounts. 
WITHDRAW :

Currency   
Bitcoin 0.0004 BTC  
Ethereum 0.0027 ETH  
AIDOS 
KUNEEN

0.001 ADK  

Litecoin 0.001 LTC 

TetherUSD (Omni) 15.0 USD 

Margin Funding

  
Charge on fees collected by Margin Funding 
Providers

14.0% (of the fees generated by active margin 
funding contracts)

Charge on fees collected by Margin Funding Providers, 
when opened by a hidden offer

16.0% (of the fees generated by active 
margin funding contracts)

Charge on funding that is borrowed and subsequently returned without being 
used in a margin position (More Information*)

Up to one full day’s
interest

*To prevent exploitative behavior and to protect traders and lenders, Bithood is adjusting how fees 
are handled in these situations.

Effective immediately, the platform will charge one full day’s interest on any funding that is 
borrowed and subsequently returned without being used in a financed position. This change will not
impact most traders or funding providers. It will act to dissuade manipulative behavior and ensure 
fair platform use for all.

https://www.bitfinex.com/posts/182
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